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MyTransport.SG Mobile for
your Travel Convenience

Need to travel around Singapore but unsure the traffic conditions,
timing of public transport or location? There’s no need to worry
about all these anymore, because now you can conveniently plan
your journey at your fingertips!
Introducing MyTransport.SG Mobile by LTA, the award-winning app
and first land transport portal in Singapore dedicated to commuters,
motorists and cyclists to help people like you make informed
decisions and better plan your journey.
With features designed to enhance user experience and embrace
your lifestyle, MyTransport.SG Mobile puts you in the driver’s seat.
Now you can personalise and decide which services are your
favourite, position your service icons, know the latest real-time
traffic news and find out the events and promotions near you.
MyTransport.SG Mobile newly enhanced graphic user interface
(GUI) is now cleaner, sleeker and clearer. Fine-tuned for better
performance with easy access just by a tap, the mobile–Services (mServices) offer you an intuitive user experience. Whether you are
planning your travel journey to meet your friends or checking out
how to get to the coolest deals in town, the user-friendly navigation
lets you have convenient access to the information you need
anytime, anywhere.
LTA’s MyTransport.SG Mobile app is now available for download at
App StoreSM and Google PlayTM.

 Gold in the Singapore Mob-Ex Awards 2013 for Best App/Content by
Government/Community
 Visionary Award (Navigation App) for 2012 Summit Emerging Media Award (EMA)
 Silver Award in the maps and navigation mobile app in 2012 W3 Awards

Visit our website or contact us for more information …
www.mytransport.sg

1800-CALL-LTA
1800-2255-582
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Benefits
Your Power to Decide, Personalise, Know and Enjoy
MyConcierge
A favourite on the portal, this allows you to
customise information such as bus arrival timings,
traffic camera images, parking guide, ERP rates and
gantries, and traffic news to suit your lifestyle.

Personalisation
Personalise service icons the way you want it. Move
your favourite icons to your preferred position for
easy access.

Notification
Configure to get notified your own traffic news by
selecting from an extensive list expressways and
peak hour schedules for your journey to work and
home.

Happenings
With an interactive map included on both the app
and portal, you can plan your journey to reach
events and promotions near you.

Features
Snap & Send

Traffic Camera

Bus Arrival Time

Traffic News

Bus Services

Traffic Smart

MRT/ LRT

Park & Ride

Premium Buses

Cycling

Traffic Speed

Happenings

Nite Buses

Apps Zone

Taxi

Journey Planner

ERP Rates & Gantries

Useful Links

MyConcierge

Weather & Heavy Rain Alert

COE

Terms & Conditions
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